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Global challenges of our time

• Finding solutions for energy sustainability

• Finding solutions for climate change

• Managing demographic shifts

• Preventing and managing health and ageing 
problems, wellbeing

• Providing safe water and food supplies

• Optimizing mobility

• Implementing security

• World Stability
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Horizon 2020
Objectives and Structure
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Sustainable Solutions
• The scale of problems creates the need to harness the 

widest possible set of resources for problem solving 
involving diverse types of knowledge, resources 
participation and collaboration. 

• Solutions need to harness the motivation of millions of 
individuals and their communities. Solutions cannot be 
pushed down at people to force changing behavior.

• New, distributed and highly participatory systems in 
order to achieve user behavior transformation are 
required. New roles of companies and public sector are 
needed in the demand, user and citizen driven open 
RDI enabled by ICT.

• Living Labs are open innovation ecosystems where all 
the RDI stakeholders engage in LIVING INNOVATION 
driven by the users. The Living Lab stimulates 
collaboration, open sharing, trust and enables 
behaviour transformation and lead markets.
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Open user Innovation ecosystems

Collaboration and Motivation

Incubators,
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ENoLL Members

• 267 EU Living Labs 

• 53 International Living Labs 

ENoLL International initiatives

• Brazil  Network of Living Labs (BNoLL)

• Africa Network of Living Labs (ANoLL)

• China Network of Living Labs (CNoLL)

ENoLL Collaboration agreements

• World Bank 

• FAO Food and Agricultural Organization of the UN

• EBN Europe Business Network 

• United Forum Ubiquitous Network Industry and technology Development Forum (China)

• Beijing City Administration and Public Service Innovation – Information System and Equipment Center 
(CAISEC) China 

• ISPA International Science Park Association (In progress)

• INSME International Network of SMEs (In progress)

ENoLL International offices (in progress)

• Rio de Janeiro; Beijing; Pretoria

ENoLL International initiatives (in progress)

• Taiwan; Korea; USA; Australia

Globalization of ENoLL
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Living Labs Innovation Framework
for Emerging Countries

• Fostering local innovation by bringing together actors from enterprises-
academia-public sector, with citizens/users testing and co-creating

• Considerable potential for international cooperation in a win-win spirit

• European academic and industrial players interested

• European Network of Living Labs (ENoLL): 53 of 320 members are from 
outside Europe (Latin America, Africa, China, Australia, USA, Canada) 
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Brazilian Network
of Living Labs



• Entrepreneurship facilitation and acceleration

• Arts, Design, Fashion

• Culture, Entertainment, Lifestyles

• Social Inclusion, e-Participation, social innovation

• Digital Services. Gamification

• Smart Cities, Urban renewal

• Healthy Living Sports

• Thematic Tourism

• Energy and Environment, Sustainability

Rio de Janeiro Well Being Living Lab
Driven by the Olympic Spirit
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Brazilian Network of Living Labs
09/06/2011
Amazonia
Brazil 12



Primera Jornada de La Red CYTED
28/05/2012
Barcelona, Spain 13



Foto CAPE TOWN
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African Network of Living Labs
14/11/2011
Euro Africa ICT
Cape Town – South Africa



Chinese Network of Living Labs
18/10/2011
Beijing
China 15



MoU with CAISEC
26/11/2010
Beijing
China 16
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MoU with World Bank
10/07/2012
Washington DC
USA



• Latin America Living Labs Conference – March 2013

• African Living Labs Conference – May 2013

• China Living Lab event – December 2012 (tbc)

• Philippines Living Lab event: “Science for International 
Development” – 17-19 September 2012

• World Summit Innovation conference – Boston, USA –
25-28 October 2012

• Living Lab feasibility studies: East Africa, Latin America, 
East Europe, Asia

Globalization of ENoLL Continues

18Living Lab Internationalization for Smart DevelopmentBled, June 20th 2012



Regional Living Labs Impact

• Promote RTD in the regional context

• Foster Open Innovation at regional level

• Increase inward RTD investment from big players

• Apply ICT RTD to issues of regional interest

• Promote diffusion of ICT co-design in target areas

• Stimulate Social Innovation and the society 
transformation

19Building Strategies for Regions of Innovation, Geneva, 
12th April 2012

Transition from an Industrial Wellfare Society to a Sustainable, 
Human-centric, Service Society
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Regional Living Lab Challenges
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Caracterization Old paradigm New paradigm - Living Labs

Problem recognition Regional disparities in income, infrastructure 

stock, and employment 

Lack of regional competitiveness, underused regional 

potential

Objectives Equity through balanced regional development Competitiveness and equity

General policy framework Compensating temporally for location 

disadvantages of lagging regions, responding to 

shocks (e.g. industrial decline)  

(Reactive to problems)

Tapping underutilized regional potential through regional 

programming 

(Proactive for potential)

Theme coverage Sectorial approach with a limited set of sectors Integrated and comprehensive development projects with 

wider policy area coverage

Spatial orientation Targeted at lagging regions All-region focus

Unit for policy intervention Administrative areas Functional areas

Time dimension  Short term  Long term

Approach  One-size-fits-all approach Context-specific approach (place-based approach) 

Focus  Exogenous investments and transfers Endogenous local assets and knowledge

Instruments Subsidies and state aid 

(often to individual firms) 

Mixed investment for soft and hard capital 

(business environment, labour market, infrastructure) 

Actors Central government Different levels of government, various  stakeholders 

(public, private, NGOs)



Innovation as the key strategy

• Addressing these issues requires a common effort
– Capturing the potential of increasing civic 

participation together with new technology potentials
– RDI leading to deep societal transformations: from 

welfare state to a human-centric service society

• Regional Innovation Strategies must broaden 
their scope to support this process
– Blending both technological and social innovation, 

research processes as catalyst
– Competitive enterprises embedded in Smart City 

communities and emergent service ecosystems



Why Regional Living Labs? (1/4)

• Strong regional measures are needed to turn research 
results into innovation that is locally tailored and can 
be applied throughout Europe

• Focus on making full use of digitalisation and new key 
enabling technologies to modernise regional 
innovation policy

• Cohesion policy measures to be used to build regional 
innovation systems and territorial cooperation 
instruments, the provision of risk capital and measures 
to accelerate the introduction of innovative products 
and encourage networking among stakeholders in 
business, academia and administration
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Why Regional Living Labs? (2/4)

• The true challenge for the European Union, 
Member States and regions is to create the 
requisite synergies between different public 
and private sector funding instruments to 
allow the Europe 2020 strategy to be 
implemented. Stronger coordination between 
national, regional and local public budgets to 
enable regions and cities to make better use 
of the Structural Funds and other European 
Union programmes is neeeded.
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Why Regional Living Labs? (3/4)

• Building regional innovation capacity on the 
basis of smart specialisation and 
complementarities in neighbouring regions 

• Pioneering regions can form European 
consortiums integrating different capabilities 
to create ground-breaking societal innovations 
for Europe-wide use. Through its various 
actors, each region can become a pioneer 
focusing on its own needs and strengths
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Why Regional Living Labs? (4/4)

• Enterprises need to open up new mindsets and 
draw widely on the collective resources available 
within their region and that they are therefore 
reliant on social capital for their success. On the 
other hand, the CoR encourages the regions to 
move towards open innovation, within a human-
centred vision of partnerships between public 
and private sector actors, with universities and 
other knowledge institutions playing a crucial 
role, i.e. to enrich the Triple Helix concept with 
the involvement of the citizens.
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Regional Living Labs Implementation

• Identification of regional added value 
– Development issues of broader concern

– Territorial knowledge capital (creativity index)

– Network dynamics among citizens and local 
authorities and businesses

• Governance capacity
– Multi-level cooperation

– Inter-departmental cooperation

– Engagement of stakeholders
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Smart Specialisation

• Smart Specialisation re-defines regional RDI 
strategies within a broad geographical context

– Identifying local capacities and potentials

– Promoting emergent excellence

• Smart Specialisation intends to link RDI to 
social innovation (sustainable and inclusive)

– Identifying territorial capital and creativities

– Mobilising communities to take action



Smart Specialization vs. Regional Living Labs (1/2)
Smart Specialization Methodology

• They focus policy support and investments on key 
national/regional priorities, challenges and needs for knowledge-
based development, including ICT-related measures;

• They build on each country's/region’s strengths, competitive 
advantages and potential for excellence;

• They support technological as well as practice-based innovation 
and aim to stimulate private sector investment;

• They get stakeholders fully involved and encourage innovation 
and experimentation;

• They are evidence-based and include sound monitoring and 
evaluation systems.

Source: RIS3 Guide: Novelties of the approach, Dr Ruslan Rakhmatullin
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Smart Specialization vs. Regional Living Labs (2/2)
Regional Living Lab methodology

• Existing Networks. Cross-border and International collaboration.
• Research and Innovation ecosystems focusing on identified regional priorities, 

needs and available resources for knowledge-based development, jobs creation 
and business growth.

• Human-centricity, openness, co-creation and collaboration, trust and 
transparency are core values of Living Labs.

• Design thinking culture. Creativity. ICT collaborative enabling environments.
• All the innovation stakeholders: research, enterprises, funding and policy; get 

involved at an early stage and take ownership of the innovation results.
• User-driven open innovation and experimentation. Citizens co-design and co-

creation addressing the region’s strengths. These are competitive advantages 
leading to successful implementations.

• Address scientific, technological and innovative approaches aiming to stimulate 
business opportunities. Facilitation of the innovation processes.

• Bottom-up methodology in a framework with top-down support.
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Smart Specialization Charter

• Community driven co-design of Smart Specialisation as a 
permanent process

• Open to regional and local authorities and public-equivalent 
bodies

• Commits signatories to building Territorial Living Lab partnerships 
embedding RDI actors for sustainable socio-economic 
development

• Technological and social Innovation Strategy applied across all 
innovation policy sectors

• Reciprocal learning and networking to build inter-regional 
innovation ecosystems



Proof of Concept Experience

• MedLab: Mediterranean Living Lab for Territorial 
Innovation
– ERDF TC MED, 2009-2011

• Alcotra Innovation
– INTERREG TC Alcotra, 2011-2013

• CentraLab: Central European Living Lab for 
Territorial Innovation
– ERDF TC CE, 2011-2014

• Experiences in CIP-ICT-PSP (Energy, Health, Smart 
Cities)



Smart Specialization Charter Instruments

• ERDF Regional Innovation Strategies

• Coordination with relevant Horizon 2020 challenges

• Linking RIS to social innovation through coordination 
with EARDF, ESF, EFF, etc.

• Pre-Commercial Procurement

• Bottom-up ecosystems built on open agreements at the 
macro-regional level (multi-level governance)

• Inter-regional collaboration to define success criteria and 
KPIs through competitive and collaborative 
benchmarking



Smart Specialization Charter Roadmap

• June-August 2012: building focus on objectives and 
consensus with starting set of regions and cities

• September 2012: Coordination with relevant 
Commission offices

• 1st week October 2012: Official launch at CentraLab 
conference



Conclusions

• The big global challenges of our time demand mass participation 
of users/consumers/citizens. Finding solutions requires the pooling 
of diverse types of knowledge and resources, and harnessing the 
motivation of millions of individuals and their communities.

• Technologies are not sufficient to solve the challenges in a 
sustainable way, user behaviour transformation is required and this 
can be enabled by the Living Lab methodologies.

• Future Internet technologies, Living Labs and Social Innovation 
enable the co-creation of Smart Regions and Smart Cities where 
citizens sense of belonging and identity, wellbeing and 
togetherness, form a better and happier society.
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